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The stall-warning 5ndicato.r employs a total-head 

tube located close to the wing surface in a region 

vheroin local stalling occurs bef,ore the main portion 

of the wing .stalls. The artificial production of a 

localized stalled region is accomplfshed by means of a 

sharp leading edge extending a few inches along the 

span. An abrupt drop fn the total pressure rclatfve 

to a static rcferonco taken at some convenient point 

occurs at the stall in this region. This drop in to- 

tal pressure causes the contraction of a pressure cell 

to which the total-head tube and the static orifice 

are connected and closes an electrical cfrcuit that 

actuates a warning signal. 
. 
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IMTRODUCTIOX 

. 

With some airplanes the approach to the stall is ac- 
companied by changes in the behavior, such as tail buffet- 
ing or changes J-n the control characteristics of the air- 
plane so that the pilot obtains a warning of the impending 
stall. With other airplanes it is possftble to approach 
the stall without any perceptible warning other-than the 
reading of the air-speed metor, in which case the danger 
of inadvertent stalling is considerably greater. Although 
it is not within the scope of this paper to discuss stall- 
ing characteristics, it is desired to point out that %n 
gonoral tho danger of inadvert.ent stalling is greatest 
with those airplanes that behave worse when the stalling 
occurs; that is, with airplanes in which the stall starts 
at the wing tips. A warning,of the impondfng stall is dc- 
sirablc in any case, but is particularly desirable with 
airplanes of the latter ty-pe. 

When there is nothfng in the behavior or control 
characteristics of the airplane that indicates the fmpend- 
ing stall, great.dependcnco must be placed on the air-speed 
meter. Unfortunately, however, the stalling speed varfes 
with wing loading and the air-speed meter therefore is not 
a reliable stall indicator. When the load changes or the 
airplane undergoes acceleration, as, for example, in turns, 
the stalling speed increases in proportion to .the square 
root of the load factor' 

v stall = v min load factor 

In horizontal turns the load factor is directly related 
to the angle of bank 

1 
Load factor = --I-- 

cos angle'of bank 
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so that for-horizontal turns 

: ‘- 

Vstall = Vmin 
f-Y--- 

co8 angle of bank 

The load factor,and the ratio of vstall to 
. 

Vmin In 
turns are plotted in figure 1 to show how these quantities 
vary with angle of bank. The curve of stalling speed is 
an ideal'one that does not take into account the influence 
of errors'in the air-speed meter readfng. In general,. 
such errors will further complicate the situation because 
calibrations made in steady flight will not apply in a&- 
celeratod flight unless the correction for position error 
of the airYspeed head is nogligibra. Lf an instrument is 
to bo used to give a warning of the stall, therefore, it 
appears desirab1.e that its functioning should be dependent 
on angle of attack rather than air speed. Fur thermore, it 
seems desirable in order to avoid the necessity for watch- 
ing the Instrument continuously that ft be arranged to 
give a warning ilgnal when a safe limit has been reached. 

STALL-WARPING DEVICE 

A stall-warning device developed by the Rational 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is shown diagrammatf- 
tally in figure 2. It makes use of a modified type of 
pitot-static hoad set close to the wing surface in a re- 
gion wherein stalling occurs (or is made to occur) at an 
angle of attack considerably below that at which the main 
portion of the-wing stalls. This head is connected to a 
pressure cell fitted with electr,ical contacts and for ob- 
servations during tests it may also be connected to a 
conventional air-sp'oed meter. When the air flow in the 
region in whi,ch the head is located breaks away from the 
wing surface, that is to say, when local stalling occurs, 
the pressure indicat$by the hoad drops sharply to sore. 
When-this occurs the oletitrical contadts closa a circuit 
that operates a warning signal, The signal as.used in 
flight tests of this device was a horn such as that-used 
with retractable landing gears, but of course any suitabl,e 
type of warning may be used. 
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In certain cases it may be known as the result of 
air-flow surveys with silk tufts or other moans that 
thore is a rogfon wherein local stalling occurs suffi- 
ciontly before the stall of the main portion of the wing 
so that the&artificial production of such a regfon fs 
unnecessary. Tho more general case, howovor, is one in 
which it is neoessary to produce such a rogion artifi- 
cially. The roquiremonta of the arrangement used in such 
cases are that it should produce local stalling early 
enough so as to provide ample warning of the complete 
stall and that it should not adversely affect the aerody- 
namic characteristics of the airplane, It appeared that 
the most suitable means for accomplishing this result was 
the use of a sharp leading edge over a small porti-on of 
the wing span. Flfght experiments, thorofore, were made 
with such an arrangement. 

The head used in the experiments with different nose 
pieces is shown in' figure 3, Table I shows the various . 
arrangements of.sharp edge and head that were tested and 
figure 4 shows photographs of combination H. Fo'r the 
tests the contacting devfce was set to operate whon the 
local air speed as indicated by the stall-warning device 
dropped below 70 miles per hour. As will be shown later, 
this setting was appreciably below what would normally be 
the local velocity over the curved portion of the leading 
edge of the wing at the minimum speed of the afrplane on 
which the tests were made. A considerable variation of 
this setting, however, would not have altered the results 
appreciably. 

FLIGHT TESTS AND RESULTS 

The airplane usod In tho tests was a Fairchild 22 
fitted with a mfng of rectangular plan form, having a 
chord of 66 inches and an X-22 section. This wing nas 
equipped with full-span Zap flaps. Tho he-ad of the stall- .._ 
warning device mas nlaced outboard from the centor a dis- 
tance equal to abcut two-thirds the semispan whore early 
Stalling did not normally occur. Throughout the tests 
an air-speed mater Foss connected in the line of the stall- 
warning device so as to obtain more doli?lete information 
concerning the functioning of the device than could be ob- 
tained by use of the warning signal alone, 

, 

,’ 

. 

The flight tests of different arrangements were made 
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in order te.determine.one that was unobtrusive and at the 
sase'time would‘give sufficient'warning.in straight flight 
andrin turns. For the small..light. airplane on which the 
tests were m&de:, it was decided arbitrarily that a satis- 
factory warning consisted of one given.atfroughly 10 to 15 
miles per hour above the stalling speed for any particular 
condition; that is, it was considered that this warning 
should be given with power on, power off, flaps up, or 
flaps down, Exact measurements of airplano speed..?vors not 
made, the only readings being those observed by the pilot 
on the meter with which the airplane was regularly equipped 
and,which was known to read considerably lower than the ac- 
tual spe'ed of the airplane at the lower end .of the speed. 
range; The extra effort involved in obtaining exact.meas- 
uremen'ts' seemed unwarranted since the results would have 
no more gkinelral appiication to other airplanes of differ- 
ent form than would approximate readings that are quali-, 
tatively accur'ate. The results for the. compl.ete series 
of tests, therefore, as presented in table I.arc shown in 
qualita'tive form; that is, whether the arrangement is--con- 

,sider'ed to,be satisfactory.or unsatisfactory, with so.m& . 
additional, remarks pertaining to certain arrangements'. 

L . . . . . 
Before a-comparison is made of the results o.btained 

with different arrangements, it seems advisable to de- ! 
scribe the general characteristics of the behavior of the 
device by repference to figure 5, This figure shows the 
readings of the meter connected to the stall-warning head 
plotted against the readings of the air-speed meter of 
the afrplane ppith arrangoront F and alsQ with the sharp 
edge:retiovcd. The resultsshown in this figure for arrange- 
mont F a're typical of arrangements considere'd' to be ,satis- 
fabtory. It will 'be noted that wiiereas- the reading of the 
air'-s'peed meter' -of the airplane at minimum speed is 42 
mile's per hour; the warning is obtained at about 59 miles 
per hour, the speed at fhich the -local velocity falls ba- 
l'ok'70 miles per hour. Without the sharp edge 'the local 
vexo'citiy over the leading edge o'f the wing does, not fall. 
below'90 miles per hour. It may also be- notad that.,.. al-' 
though the 'device was set to warn nhen the local valocity 
reached 70 miles per hour, a change of setting of. several 
mi,ies psr hdur in either dirbction would not have grsatly 
altered t&e airplane speed at which the warning oc-curred. 
In,other' words, the adjustment, of the. c&tacting.device 
was -not.critical. One ot'her'point 'of'practical interest 
bro'ughtout by figure 5 is that 'in -the normal flight range 
the local velocity is, considerably greater than the air 
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speed of the airplane, so that the pressure unit used in 
the contacting device must be rugged enough to withstand 
pressures much larger than the dynamic pressure corre- 
sponding to the maximum speed of tho airplane relative 
to und5sturbed air. 

It appear's from a study of the results given in ta- 
ble I that the functfoning'of the stall-warning device 
fs adjustable through a considerable range by meana of 
alterations of the shape and size of the sharp edge and 
of the nose of the head. St appears to,be very important 
that the dynamic opening of the head be close to the wAfng 
surface in order.to avoid the necessity for a large, sharp 
edge. With the dynamic opening above the wing surface 
about one-half inch as it was with the original nose 
piece, satisfactory results were obtained only with the 
large, sharp 8dgOS of arrangements A and B. With the dy- 
namic opening brought down close to the surface, satis- 
factory results were obtained with the sharp edge reduced 
to a length of 6 inches fn a Span’WiS8 dfrection and an 
extensjlon of'11/16 fnch in a dhordwise direction (arrange- 
ments F and H). A further reduction in size might have 
been possible but appeared to be unnecessary in view of 
the apparent insfgnificance of the alteration of the wing 
contour. 

APPLICATION OF STALL-WARNING DEVICE 

In general, the stall-warnfng device will requfr8 
two heads installed on the airplane, one near each wing 
tip. With .such an arrangement the asymmetry of the an- 
gle-of-attack'dlstribution in bankfng, which, amount6 to 
something of th8 order of 5O or 6O, will be taken care 
of. Another advantage of placing the device at the tip 
is that it can be placed beyond the,edge that is cover8.d 
by the rubber ov,ershoes that are commonly used for de- 
fcers. The sharp edge probably wRfl1 be required in gen- 
eral, but at least one example is known wherefn the ex- 
treme tip portion of the wing was shown by-silk tufts to 
stall well before there was any loss of lateral control 

'or appreciable disturbance of the total lift. In such a 
case apparently it would be.possible to mount 'the head 
within the regfon that was observed to be stalled and 
dispense with any artificaal means of stall production. 
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The size of the sharp edge required on a larger wing 
than that used in the tests reported herein is open to 
question. A geometrically similar but scaled-up arrange- 
ment probably would be satisfactory, but it seems possibla 
that a relatively smaller sharp edge might be.satisfactory. 
T,he important point to keep in mind appears to.be that, as 
indicated by the present tests, the dynamic opening should 
be placed close to Xh6- surface and close to the sharp edgo. 
It is interesting to note that on highly tapered wings, 
even on very large airplanes, the tip sections would not 
be materially larger than the section of the rectangular 
wing on which the tests were made. 

The behavior o'f the stall-warning device under icing 
conditions is unknomn. In dosigning the head, provision 
was made for heating it electrically as is common practice 
with air-speed heads, as proper functioning of the device 
would demand that it bs kept free from ice formation. If 
it did become clo,gged with ice, it would presumably give 
a warning signal as though the wing were stalled at all 
times. The influenoe of ice on the sharp edge in front 
of the head might or might not impair the functioning of 
the device. It is possible that the ice would cause the 
head to indicate a stall at a somewhat lower angle of at- 
tack than customary, In this case the effect might be de- 
sirable since ice adhering to the main portion of the wing 
probably would cause the complete wing to stall earlier 
than usual. . 

It is of interest to note a particular c>plication 
that the device might have to highly maneuverable pursuit 
or fighter airplanes. Several such airplanes are so easi- 
ly stalled without warning in violent maneuvers that such 
stalling is often inadvertent. It may occur in dive pull- 
outs, sharp turns, loops, or other maneuvers at spoeds 
ranging from the minimum spood in level flight to about 
two- and ona-half times this minimum spoed, depending upon 
the acceleration imposad. Jhen the stall occurs the air- 
plane rolls more or less violently, depending on how the 
stall develops and tho stability characteristics of the 

: airplane. In fact, the maneuverability of the airplane 
may be seriously limitod by this characteristic. It would 

L appear that tho stall-warning dovico would bo very useful 
in such cases and it appears dssirablo that an installn- 
tion be made on an airplane of this class for flight trials. 
It would be very important in such an installation that 
the moving parts of the contacting device or other moving 
parts' be unaffectad by the high acceleration. 
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In conclusion, it is desirad to point out that the 
application of the principles involved in- the stall-marn- 
ing device is subject to a wide vari-ation as regards the 
constructional details. The head. used in the flight tests 
was built around a cylindrical heating element of the type 
that has been used in certain electrically heated pitot 
tubes. A neater installation of the head is undoubtedly 
possible in view of the fact that the only part that need 
be exposed to the air stream is the dynamic opening. The 
static rsfsrencs.prsssure could be obtained from an ori- 
fico.ast flush with._the wing' surface or possibly the in- 
ternal wing pressure or cabin pressure could be used as a 
satisfactory rsfsrancs pressure. I% seems undesirable to 
use the air-speed static as a reference because such a 
connection would make the warning device dependent on the 
proper functioning of the air-speed line. It is necs8- 
saw, however, Rith whatever type of hsad used, to provido 
suitable drains and a heating slemsnt to prevent rain and 
ice from interforin-g rith the functioning of the device. 
These raqu.iremonts will, in a large measure, detsrminc the 
design of the head,. 

Langley gemorial Asronaufical Labqratory, 
National Advisory Comnitteo for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., Februa,ry 10, 1938. 
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TABLE I.- TESTS OF STALL WARNWG DEVICE - ARFUGEWWTS TESTED MD RESULTS. 

-1 

c 

A B 
Eatiefawtory with satieftLotory. 

i%ips up. 
lo;oEled with flaps 

. 

Unsatlefactory. 
IllEUfflClent 

and erratlo 
waxnlng. 

mdim0t0ry. 
1nauflic~ent 

rarnlng per- 
tloulariy with 
flaps up. 

cl 

Uhsatiefactory. 
Ineuffioient 

aaxning with 
flap6 up. 

H 

FJetma0t0~y. 

E 

Satlefaotory. 

z 
P 
; 
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Angle of bank Fn degreee. 

Flglxe l.- Variation of load factor and ratio of stalling speed 
to minimum speed with angle of bank in horizontal turns. 
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Figure 2.- 3iagram of stall warning device. 
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SURFACE OF AIRFOIL 

TESTS A-D 

TE5TS E-G 

FlGUFiE 3.- PRESSURE HEADS USED 
WITH STALL WARNING DEVICE l 
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Figare 4.- Stall-warning device installed on wing 
pf Fairchild 22 airplane, 
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Figure 5.- Characteristics of stall-warning 
device for typical case. 


